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Abstract 
The used of  mixing strategies proven to be able to find the same game 
rating value (equilibrium point), this mixing strategy also is able provide better 
result to every game player in  risk decision making, The loss of  Breeders Duck  
minimum of which the dropped to 16 and the expectation benefit Breeders 
Chicken raise to 16 (optimized)  
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A. INTRODUCTION 
Risk is deviation from expectations of a level of decision making that are 
expected. Business people always expect their company will operate properly and 
get benefit, because of there is a risk of, the company must decide something with 
much caution in taking action. In decision making, businessman should also 
consider the level of risk tolerance [3]. To overcome the problems that arise in 
business competition the one of which that should be made by the company are 
able to control the operation properly, in the event of a mistake of making a 
decision, then resulted in the company not being able to compete with business 
rivalry [2].  
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A management should have capability to decide how to manage economic 
resource in accordance with the objectives of the company, as well as determining 
the value of expectation in risk decision making. The effort to decision making in 
a game is to distinguish the individuals action of every businessman. A good 
model in decision making in a game is to use a mixed strategy, when pure strategy 
is not optimal. 
 
B. THEORY 
Risk is something that will be accepted or inccured by a person as 
consequence of an action. To measure the level of risk as an alternative, the 
parameters of the spread is a measure of average values or expected value that 
may occur. Being larger the variance, standard deviation, and coefficient of 
variance and interval of values that happenes, then the alternative investments 
tend to be greater. The decision in the circumstance there is a risk occurs, if the 
results of the retrieval decision is not known with any certainty but uncertain 
probability values are known. 
For a decision in the circumstance there is a risk we must recognize the 
following components: 1) There is a feasible alternative actions (can be done); 2). 
The possibility of uncertaint occurrences and its opportunity; 3) The value of 
payoff obtained as result of combination of action and uncertaint occur [4]. The 
technique should be taken in decision-making on the circumstances there is a risk 
among others. 1) the value of payoff expectation (expected payoff), e,i we choose 
the alternative with the largest pay off expected (maximum expected payoff) or 
expected value of the smallest of expected loss (minimum expected loss); 2) The 
value of lost opportunities (opportunity loss) or opportunities value for a result; 3) 
Expected value with complete information, obtained by choosing alternative or 
action based on maximum expected result (maximum expected payoff) after 
addition of information [1]. 
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C.  METHODOLOGY 
 Decision Making Under Condition of Risk  
Decision making under condition of risk occurs when: 1). Alternative that 
should be chosen consist of more than one possibility result; 2). Decision making 
has more than one alternative action; 3). It is assumed that the decision makers 
know the possibility that will occur to the various actions and results; 4). The risk 
occurs because the result of collected decision cannot be known with certainty, 
although probability values are known.; 5). The solution technique using 
probability concept, such as probabilistic decision models, probabilistic inventory 
models, queing probabilistic models.  
 Expected value (Expected Value) is the number of possible values that is 
expected to occur on the probability of uncertaint event. The formula used is 
written as follows:  
nn xpxpxpXE  ...)( 2211  
When : 
)(XE expected value 
nxxx ,..., 21  
random variable x 
nppp ,...., 21 = oppurtunities 
Problem solving of mixed strategy based on the minimax criteria. The only 
difference is that A choose xi that maximize the smallest result that the expected in 
a colum, while B choose yj minimize the greatest result are expected in a row. 
Mathematically, the minimax criterion for the case of a mixed strategy is as 
follows:  
Player A choose     xi (xi  0, ∑
1
)1
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i
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
   will results  
 
And player B choose yj (yj  0, ∑
1
)1
n
j
jy

  results 
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These values are respectively referred to as the minimax and maximin values were 
expected. In the mixed strategy, relation minimax results are not the same with the 
maximin results. When xi and yj corresponding to optimal solution, then resulting 
value becomes equal to the (optimal) value. These results are concluded from the 
minimax theorem and stated without proof. If *
ix  and  is the optimal solution 
for both players, each element result aij will relate to the probability  ** ji yx  that 
optimal value being expected of this games is 
 
 
D. ANALYSE 
Problem 
Poultry Meat Production Data  according to Province and Type Poultry ( tonnes ) , 
2009-2013 year . 
Table 1 
  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Chicken Breeder 129 21 44 127 144 
Ducks Breeders  
 
28 14 13 38 52 
   Source : BPS Makassar 2014 
 
Sales prices of chicken and duck in 2009-2013 ( in hundred million dollars) , 
which for the price of chicken Rp.28,000 / kg and the price of duck Rp.55,000 / 
kg . 
Chicken Breeders = (chicken weight × 1000 × chicken price ) / ( 100,000,000 ) 
Chicken Breeders year 2009  bought 129 tons =  36.12 
Chicken Breeders year 2010  to bought 21 tons = 5.88 
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Chicken Breeders  year 2011 to bought 44 tons = 12.32 
Chicken Breeders  year 2012 to bought 127 tons = 35.56 
Chicken Breeders year 2013  to bought 144 tons = 40.32 
Duck Breeders = (duck weight × 1000 × duck  price ) / ( 100,000,000 ) 
Duck Breeders year 2009 bought 28 tons = = 15.4 
Duck Breeders  year 2010 to bought 14 tons = 7.7 
Duck Breeders year 2011  to bought 13 tons = 7.15 
Duck Breeders year 2012  to bought 38 tons = 18.15 
Duck Breeders  year 2013 to bought 52 tons = 28.56 
 
Table 2. Sales Price Chickens and Ducks Year 2009-2013 
 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Chicken 
Breeders 
36.12 5.88 12.32 35.56 40.32 
Duck Breeders   15.4 7.7 7.15 18.15 28.6 
   Source : Data Processed in 2015 
 
Further With regard A1 and B1 is the year 2009 , A2 and B2 is 2010, A3 and B3 
is 2011 , A4 and B4 is 2012, A5 and B5 is 2013. Then , by subtracting between 
rows and columns , it is obtained. 
Solve the Next Games: 
Table 3.  Matrix Pay Off    
Duck Breeders (Player A) 
      B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
 Chicken 
Breeders A1 20.72 28.42 24.23 14.73 16.98 
(Player B) A2 -9.52 -7.87 -7.13 -15.88 16.57 
 
A3 -3.89 4.23 3.93 -7.31 -8.14 
 A4 13.17 28.19 29.23 15.77 14.45 
  A5 14.13 30.11 31.38 16.19 15.6 
Source : Data Processed in 2015 
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The working : 
From the table matrix pay off in Table 3 , can explain some important basic provisions in 
game theory , namely : 
1. The values that exist in the table ( ie, the numbers 20.72 , 28.42 , 24.23 , 14.73, 16.98 
in the first row , -9.52 , -7.87 , -7.13 , -15.88 , 16.57 in the second row and so on ) , the 
results obtained from the use of different strategies chosen by the two companies 
.Positive values indicate an advantage for the players and the line losses for the 
column player , and vice versa negative value indicates a loss for the player 
rows and columns advantage for the player. 
2. A game / competition is said to be unfair or ' fair ' if the outcome of games or 
competition produces a value of zero (0), or no player or companies that win / 
lose or gain profit / loss. 
3. An optimal strategy is a series of activities , or the most thorough plans , which 
led to a player in the most advantageous position without regard to the 
activities of competitors. 
4. The purpose of this game theory is to identify the most optimal strategy for 
each player . 
Table 4. Minimax and Maximin Value 
 
      
Duck Breeders 
(Player A)       
    B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 Maximin 
   A1 20.72 28.42 24.23 14.73 16.98 14.73 
  Chicken 
Breeders A2 -9.52 -7.87 -7.13 -15.88 16.57 -15.88 
 (Player B) A3 -3.89 4.23 3.93 -7.31 -8.14 -8.14 
   A4 13.17 28.19  29.23 15.77 14.45 13.17 
   A5 14.13 30.11 31.38 16.19 15.6 14.13 
  Minimax 20.72 30.11 31.38 16.19 16.98  
 
Source : Data Processed in 2015 
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Because the value of minimax ≠ maximin then this game does not have a point of 
balance and strategy is not optimal, so therefore using mixed strategy. Then will 
be deleted the strategy that generate profit or losses at worst. 
Each player will eliminate a strategy that generates profits or losses at worst . 
When observed in the previous Table 4 for  chicken breeders strategies A2 , A3 , 
A4 , was the worst , because it can lead to possible losses. Conversely for duck 
breeders strategies B1 , B2 , B3 is the worst because of the losses that could occur 
at most. After throwing  chicken breeders strategies A2 , A3 , A4 and duck 
breeders dispose of strategy B1, B2 , B3.  . Then the condition now is  chicken 
breeders using strategies A1 and A5 , and duck breeders  using strategies B4 and 
B5 (look at Table 5). 
Thus resulted next table : 
Player A using strategy 4 and 5, while player B using strategy 1 and 5. 
Table 5. Resulted Games: 
     Duck Breeders  (Player A) 
    4(q) 5(1-q) 
Chicken Breeders 1(p) 14.73 16.98 
 (Player B) 5(1-p) 16.19 15.6 
    
Source : Data Processed in 2015 
 
For Duck Breeders  (Player A) 
Whatever strategy used by Player A, Player B responds with strategy 1, then      
                                                  
Whatever the strategy used by Player A, Player B responds with strategy 5, then       
                                              
                                      
If the value       then value          .  Minimal loss received by player A  
as follows: 
By equation-1:                                          
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Before using this mixed strategy, minimal loss of player A result 16.19 it means 
using a mixed strategy minimal loss of player A can be decreased 0,19 becomes 
16. 
For Chicken Breeders  (Player B) 
Whatever the strategy used by Player B, Player   A responds with strategy 4, then       
                                                  
Whatever the strategy used by player A, Player B responds with strategy 5, then       
                                               
When the two equation result is combined, then                           
P = 0.59/2.84= 0.21 
If the value        then value           .  Minimal loss received by 
player A as follows: 
By equation-1:                                      
          
Before using mixed strategy, the profit of player B get 14.73 it means with mixed 
strategy, profit player B, can make profit increase by 1.27 becomes 16. 
To find the optimal values of the game, used:             
   
  
   
 
    
V
* 
= A11X1Y1 + A12X1Y2 + A21X2Y1 + A22X2Y2 
 =14.73(0.21) (0.5) +16.98(0.21)(0.5) +16.19(0.79)(0.5)+15.60(0.79)(0.5) 
 = 1.55 + 1.78 + 6.44 + 6.6 
 =16 (proven) 
 
E. CONCLUSION 
The use of pure strategies have not been able to find game value (balance 
point) of the same, then the problem solving game or competition followed by 
using mixed strategy. The use of mixed strategy is also able to provide better 
results for each player.  
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Player A (Duck Breeders) minimal loss received decrease to becomes 16, and 
profit expected by Player B (Chicken Breeders) would be able to be increased to 
becomes 16 (already optimized). 
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